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at this point, we've gone from a character study to a worldbuilding one. aside from fleeting moments for villain sepiroth, we're met primarily with advent children's heroes, served one thematic idea at a time. this saddles the story with little flow and meaning. instead of constantly reminding you that there is a cause and fight, the story
progresses through the characters and their insights. it doesn't need the prose beating you over the head about what's at stake, nor does it need to give you that impression. your brain can fill in the blanks while you watch the plot unfold. technically, advent children is an enjoyable ride. the idea is less interesting than it needed to be,
advent children is a storm in a teacup. it's a movie about something that ultimately has no effect. what a shame. final fantasy vii is one of the greatest rpg series ever and so it comes as no surprise to learn that it's a monster hit. the story is a bit of a mess, as the characters are all written as bumbling idiots. that's not to say that you
don't enjoy the story in the game but it just comes across as a bit silly and only focuses on the action sequences. it's a shame because final fantasy vii is one of the greatest rpg's ever produced and i would much rather have seen a new game which would have improved on the story elements of the game. in the end the game itself is
very good, and for most people will be worth buying but if you have an early copy and feel that you might want to upgrade you may want to do so. final fantasy vii marked a new beginning for the long-lived series of role-playing games known as the final fantasy series, and in the years since its release it has become as well-loved as its
predecessors. in this remastered edition of the game, you can experience that transformation firsthand. the fidelity of the newly restored animation sequences, the quality of the music, and the benefit of the stunning new 1080p high-definition presentation make this remaster even more powerful and enjoyable than the original game.
the improvements to the audio, the revised language and the new story elements are good additions but they don't add enough to earn the game a new recommendation. in fact, it's very likely that the package has grown stale for most players, and those who were still looking forward to it will be disappointed to find that final fantasy
xv has superseded the older game as the greatest entry in the series.

Final Fantasy VII Advent Children Complete 1080p (MKV BD9) En

while recently becoming more frequently released on blu-ray for region a format, final fantasy vii advent children has remained relatively unknown to u.s. audiences for its 15 years of history, with no release on dvd, vhs, or any other format. thankfully, after a long, persistent campaign from fansites, the excellent ps2 title is now getting
a dvd release stateside. the 1080p blu-ray includes a new english dub, enhanced picture quality (with hdr 10), and a supplemental feature on a bonus disc. you have to wonder how much talent was expended in order for all that artistry and craftsmanship to be so vapid and so bland, all of it a cramped morass of surreal imagery

swatted out of the wind for no reason. in advent children's case, it's easy to imagine just the opposite; how much time, detail, passion and self-awareness was poured into this piece. there are strange creatures, strange codes and strange monologues, and hulking old men frothing at the mouth. this movie does a clever thing with these
elements though; it goes all the way in to show what these things are and what they're supposed to mean. it's an empty gesture but it's a meaningful one. to wit, if you were looking at the scene and thinking "what the hell is this" then advent children is the movie for you. but if you're just waiting for everything to be explained and

everything to make sense then advent children is probably too subtle for you. it's strange and silly and disjointed and all of the above, but it's also a good movie. it tells a story well, and its characters are interesting, and it surprises you a few times. but ultimately, advent children is also a failed concept, and the biggest problem with
this mess is not that it fails. the problem with advent children is that it should have so much more potential, and it doesn't. and that's the problem here. 5ec8ef588b
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